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RACK USA L.L.C.

STORAGE RACK SYSTEMS
Roll-Formed Tear Drop Design

Roll-Formed Selective Pallet Rack is the most flexible and extensively used pallet rack in the material handling industry.

We offer a wide variety of styles, sizes and gauges to meet most capacity and seismic requirements.

Features:
- Fast Clip Beam Attachment
- Compatible with Most Brands
- Welded Frame Design
- Cost Effective
- Flexible Applications
- High Quality Powder Coat Finish
Structural Pallet Rack is manufactured from heavy-duty hot rolled structural steel to withstand the most rigorous of applications. The S Series is available in various sizes and capacities to meet stringent requirements.

Features:
- Heavy-Duty Bolted Connections
- Low Maintenance
- Impact Resistant
- High Quality Powder Coat Finish

Hybrid Systems combine the strength and durability of structural frames with the flexibility and cost effectiveness of roll-formed beams.

Features:
- Cost Effective
- Impact Resistant
- Bolted Connection
- High Quality Powder Coat Finish

Rack USA’s Drive-In Systems allow a significant increase in pallet storage density for high volume SKUs.

Features:
- Maximizes Storage Capacity
- Space Saver Arm Design
- Roll-Formed or Structural Systems
- Heavy-Duty Saddle Connection
- High Quality Powder Coat Finish
Cantilever Systems

Cantilever Racks are ideal for storage of long, bulky products such as carpet rolls, lumber, pipe, tubing and other similar products.

Rack USA’s Cantilever Racks are available in a 3 piece welded “I” beam design.

Features:
- Strong, Safe, Economical
- Wide Variety of Options Available
- High Quality Powder Coat Finish
Pushback Systems

Rack USA Pushback Systems are manufactured using heavy duty structural tube support rails combined with encapsulated flanged wheeled carts.

Features:
• Up to 3,000 lbs. Capacity
• 2 – 6 Deep Systems
• Flanged Wheel Design with Tube Rails
• Maximizes Storage Capacity
• High Quality Powder Coat Finish
• Rail Drops onto Welded Cleats
• Flanged Steel Wheels
• Strongest Wheels in the Industry

Benefits of Pushback Systems

Carts are linked when extended which eliminates the possibility of single pallet hang-ups at rear of lane. Each cart is equipped with lift out protectors to prevent accidental dislodgement of carts. The structural steel tube rail design provides long term durability and ease of installation. Our engineering and OEM partners can help design your specialty application.

Pallet Flow Systems

Rack USA’s integrated solutions of pallet flow provide deep lane storage and FIFO control for pallet handling. Our engineering and design teams recommend the best overall solution for your application. Steel and polycarbonate wheels are available for meeting your storage needs. Full Roller Pallet Flow is excellent for multiple size pallets, heavy loads and beverage applications. Dual Flow Pallet Racking can be an alternative to Drive-In Racking. The Dual Flow System allows for single or dual pallet handling. Floor stacks pallets on the lower level and store a different SKU on top. Up to 8 Deep Pallet Storage.
**Carton Flow Systems**

Rack USA’s Carton Flow Systems offer both durability and flexibility. The steel and polycarbonate skate-wheel roller system provides lane flexibility with better flow.

Carton Flow Systems can be used to consolidate slow moving cases integrated into existing pick paths. The systems are widely used in heavy-duty food and beverage applications.

---

**Accessory and Specialty Products**

Rack USA’s accessory and specialty products provide multiple solutions for your storage and rack protection needs.

**Products:**
- End Row Protection
- Cross Bar
- Row Spacer
- Wall Spacer
Wire Decking

Rack USA's Wire decking gives you the safety and versatility of storing full pallet loads or less than pallet load quantities. Convert your pallet rack system to bulk storage rack.

4 gauge high tensile flat bar support and clean applications.

Features:
• Easy to install, simply drops into place over the beams of your rack system.
• Improves fire safety by enhancing the performance of your overhead sprinkler system
• Protects employees and products
• Improves inventory visibility and brightens your facility
• Self-cleaning / maintenance free
• Gives you the flexibility to store cartons, drums, and multiple pallet sizes